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T3 
Numbers in brackets show the number of correct answers for each question. 

1) Why was the violence from the show trials worse than in the Battle of the Cowshed? (3) 
a) Because the animals are now killing each other. 
b) Because humans die instead of animals. 
c) Because the animals had agreed on a law that they would not kill each other. 
d) Because the animals have now grown to fear each other, instead of being united 

against Jones. 
e) Because the deaths in the show trials were accidental. 

 
2) Which of these are examples of how Napoleon has built a cult of personality on the farm? 

(2) 
a) He makes the animals sing songs about him. 
b) He got rid of Snowball. 
c) He uses wild dogs to terrify the animals. 
d) He has a portrait of himself painted on the end of the barn. 
e) He sells the wood to Frederick at the last moment instead of Pilkington. 

 
3) Why is Squealer so confident that the animals can build more windmills? (2) 

a) Squealer knows that the animals will work hard for him. 
b) Squealer doesn’t care how difficult it is to build windmills as he does no work on them. 
c) The animals love hard work. 
d) Squealer thinks that building windmills is really easy. 
e) Squealer knows that making the animals focus on a large project will distract them from 

how badly they are being treated.  
 

4) The pigs are the most intelligent animals on the farm. How are they using their superior 
intelligence? (2) 
a) They make careful calculations to share everything equally among every animal on the 

farm. 
b) They award themselves privileges while reducing the rations of the other animals. 
c) They make long-term plans for honouring the laws of retirement that had been laid out 

when Animal Farm started. 
d) They tell lies to the animals about how much better life is for them since Jones’s day. 
e) They thoughtfully cook warm mash for the other animals’ supper. 

 
5) Why is the windmill so important in the novel, ‘Animal Farm’? (3) 

a) The windmill gives the animals hope that their lives will be much easier in the future.  
b) The windmill has been a great success and proves that Napoleon is a strong leader.  
c) Orwell uses it to represent Stalin’s ambitious attempts to modernise Russia. 
d) Its destruction by Snowball proves, once and for all, that Snowball is a traitor.  
e) Napoleon’s lie that Snowball is responsible offers the reader yet more evidence that 

Napoleon is corrupt. 
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6) Why do the pigs use propaganda on Animal Farm? (2) 
a) The pigs use propaganda to tell the animals interesting facts about the farm. 
b) The pigs use propaganda to tell the other animals what they have been doing. 
c) The pigs use propaganda to make humans think that the farm is doing well. 
d) The pigs use propaganda because they are lies.  
e) The pigs use propaganda to hide the fact that they are treating the other animals 

badly. 
 
7) What would be the best evidence to support this statement about the pigs on Animal 
Farm? (1) 
‘The pigs change the commandments on the farm to hide how corrupt they are.’  

a) ‘There were songs, speeches, and more firing of the gun, and a special gift of an 
apple was bestowed on every animal, with two ounces of corn for each bird and 
three biscuits for each dog.’ 

b) Napoleon had created a new decoration, the Order of the Green Banner, which 
he had conferred upon himself. 

c) ‘They had thought the Fifth Commandment was "No animal shall drink alcohol," but 
there were two words that they had forgotten. Actually the Commandment read: 
"No animal shall drink alcohol to excess.” 

d)  
 
8) How did Stalin create a cult of personality in Soviet Russia? (3) 

a) Stalin refused to use the press for his propaganda. 
b) Stalin had pictures and statues of him hung in public places to depict him as strong and 

tall. 
c) Stalin was very honest with the public about his leadership. 
d) Stalin presented himself as beloved father figure. 
e) Stalin gave presents to children and orphanages as a publicity stunt. 

 
9) Which of these statements about Chapter 8 are correct? (2) 

a) The animals are working longer hours than before, including Sundays. 
b) Despite being the leader, Napoleon continues to live with the other animals. 
c) Napoleon is given the title the ‘Wonderful One’. 
d) The animals are hungry and wish they had more food. 
e) Napoleon treats the other animals like his equals. 

 
10) Which statements about propaganda are correct? (2) 

a) Propaganda is information that is always factual. 
b) Propaganda is information that is often false. 
c) Propaganda is often used to control the way people think. 
d) Propaganda is always positive information. 
e) Propaganda is not allowed to be used by politicians. 
 


